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Richard Esmond started the meeting with the ballot extension. Kurt reviewed the ballot items in 
Group A. There is a question about adding provenance. The structure will need to be decided. 
Claude has made a spreadsheet that would be beneficial in the structure implementation. Patient 
history is the other main topic. Currently, the patient history is part of the observation. Does this 
need to be a wider range of FHIR resources? A patient history is more like a finding. This also 
includes previous radiology reports, etc. Some sections include resources that are observations or 
history.  
 
There are 11 items that will be needed to be voted on. Richard moved for the block vote. Kurt 
seconded. Carmela Courderc abstained. The vote passed 9 -1-0. 
 
The HL7 resource guide is located at: 
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/resourceguide.html 
 
Richard and Kurt have been working on a large section of FHIR profiles. There are some very deep, 
challenging technical problems, as well as clinical challenges. There are items needed to ensure the 
information is shown in a logical manner. It would be helpful to have a clinical radiologist on board 
to have them define and refine the application. The issue is that eventually, it will have to be made 
into an Implementation Guide. The Detailed Specification graph is live and will take you to the 
various sections as you click on the buttons. The assessment is done by specific breast. Some items 
are bilateral. The goal is to capture everything in a specific assessment that is in line with the 
National Breast Registry.  
 
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-breast-radiology-ig/spec.html 
 

https://www.hl7.org/fhir/resourceguide.html
http://build.fhir.org/ig/HL7/fhir-breast-radiology-ig/spec.html


The addition of a biruler on the image would assist in the overall observation or resource added. 
This can be linked as a physical annotation on an image. There is nothing that can link annotated 
data sets. These could be physically defined and added as a resource. The current FHIR observation 
does not have a link to an image, unless you are at a top level in the system. There are vendors that 
will prepopulate their models. The use of a bi-ruler would that the exact distance is related to what is 
being measured. The distance from the wall to the mass, i.e. the size of the breast, will come into 
play. Therefore, the biruler would be useful. This does come back to provenance. Where are the 
feedback loops and interoperability as vendors start to populate these sections? The derived from 
field will refer to an imaging study that as information about the series. The annotations will need to 
be added for the specific details. The annotation resource can be used to add as a reference. This 
discussion will be taken offline. Kurt will also updated the extension content and access.  
 
The Breast Location Clock Value Set is available. This can be used as part of the findings. This may 
be part of the characteristics. Mammograms are very good at using this Value Set. The ultrasound 
and MRI are less specific in this regard. Ultrasound and mammograms have two different finding 
types. There are some similar findings. Can these been these similar findings be coded the same? 
Where is it important to define these as the same? Where is it important to define these differently? 
 
There are going to be some tiger team meetings between PenRad, Mitre, etc. This can work out 
what information is being collected and what is important for clinicians. It will also be a resource for 
information needed for research studies. This would provide a consistency as to how information is 
needed and captured.  
 
Richard will send an invite to start a comparison of different value types. One item is to use the 
Google Sheets to stage information. The link to the latest ballot is listed above. A new Jira board will 
be put together to make comments. This will be available shortly.  
 
 
 


